
Solutions for Retail

The wide area network (WAN) and branch networks architectures of the last 20 

years have reached a tipping point of complexity, cost and ineffectiveness. The 

increased cost impacts the retail model for profitability and network complexity 

creates challenges for PCI compliance adherence. Beyond the business priority 

for compliance and profitability, the retail customer experience has evolved and 

is driving a transformation of the in-store experience – from wireless, streaming 

video and targeted digital signage. Servicing the business and customers requires 

providing more digital and media-rich services while also being diligent about 

increasing the security and integrity of sensitive customer data. The legacy retail 

WAN and branch are not optimized to effectively provide and manage these new 

customer and productivity experiences.

Challenge Business Impact

Increasing WAN and branch 
costs

Reduced profit, staffing and impacted ability to deploy new in-store 
services

Lack of WAN and branch 
automation

Increased risk of out-of-compliance configurations and delays in 
new store openings.

Insufficient bandwidth for cloud, 
internet and media access

Guest Wi-Fi consuming critical bandwidth or reduced margins 
because of silo infrastructure for guest digital services.

Inflexible security and 
segmentation model

Increased risk of attacks and exposed customer data with multiple 
attack surfaces

Versa Networks delivers a unique solution to enable the retail industry to truly software-define the WAN and branch 

with a unified cloud-native software platform approach. This solution delivers integrated networking and multi-layer 

security services while simplifying and unifying visibility and analytics under a single-pane-of-glass framework. The 

Versa Networks Cloud IP platform virtualizes the branch and WAN enabling faster service delivery, improved application 

performance and simpler branch and compliance management. The foundation for the future of the in-store retail 

experience begins with software-defining your WAN, branch and security. The result is solving your WAN problems 

today and preparing for the future of more cloud and digital services.

Business Need How Versa Helps

Reduced WAN costs Deploy a hybrid WAN and Versa Cloud IP platform on low-cost white-box x86 appliances or in the cloud.

Increased bandwidth for voice, video 
and other digital in-store services

Versa SD-solutions natively support hybrid WAN and active/active hybrid circuits (MPLS/LTE/Broadband).

Secure and segmented point-of-sale 
and customer data

Versa Cloud IP is a single software platform that consolidates routing, SD-WAN, security, Wi-Fi, LTE, 
switching and also supports other virtual IP services.

Faster store and service activation Auto-discover and zero-touch provision routing, security (NGFW, AV, UTM), SD-WAN and third-party 
services.

Automated WAN and branch operations Versa Director is a unified management platform for designing, deploying and operating your enterprise 
SD-WAN on-premises or in the cloud.

A T - A - G L A N C E

BENEFITS

• Improved IT management 
and reduced WAN costs

• Improved in-store 
experience with well 
performing guest Wi-Fi and 
digital services

• Simplified WAN and branch 
operations with automation

• Flexible security policy and 
compliance enforcement 
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